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ABSTRACT 

A convenient mastering application has been created in MATLAB for the purpose of 

assisting individuals in achieving reliable and consistent results with the greatest possible 

simplicity. The application addresses the issue of quality mastering from two different 

standpoints. The first being user controlled and the second being adaptive.  The adaptive 

portion of the application is based on the widely accepted psychoacoustic model for 

human hearing proposed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 226).  

Several audio files (previously mastered, and un-mastered) were processed using the 

application. Predictable and consistent results have verified the application’s efficacy.  The 

application is capable of processing .mp3, .wav, and .wma audio formats. 

BACKGROUND 

 Mastering is one of the most important links in the music production chain and can be 

considered the final check for quality control in any sonic presentation.  Homogenizing 

equalization curves and loudness levels is paramount in achieving aural balance and 

coherence.  In today’s world of downloaded and “self-recorded” music, there is little to no 

consistency in frequency balance or loudness level from song to song.  The purpose of this 

mastering application is to provide the independent musician and/or the avid music 

connoisseur a method for achieving a consistent, predictable, and subjectively pleasing 

sonic balance in their audio files.   

 The two most prevalent tools utilized by the mastering community are equalizers and 

limiters.  The first can be categorized as a frequency modification tool, while the latter a 

dynamics range modification tool.  Our application combines both processes.  By 

combining several digital Butterworth band-pass filters with some spectral processing 

functions and gain modifications, we have packaged a ‘prosumer’- mastering suite into 

one application.   

 The equalization curve of an audio file should be implemented such that all 

frequencies are perceived equally loudly at moderate to loud listening levels.  As human 

beings, we perceive loudness as varying with frequency, even if the electrical reference 

level for amplitude remains unchanged.  Certain frequencies within the audible spectrum 

require less (more) energy to appear equally as loud (quiet).  The Fletcher Munson study 

done at Bell labs in the early 1930’s has solidified this concept into what we know call the 

‘Equal Loudness Contours’, shown below.   

 

Figure 1:  Equal Loudness Contours (ISO 226) 

 This study started by using a 1KHz tone at a fixed electrical reference level as a 

benchmark.  Then a 2Khz tone at the same reference level was played, and the level was 

either increased or decreased to match the perceived level of the 1KHz tone.  This process 

was repeated for all frequencies within the audible range.  The conclusions of these 

experiments demonstrate the indispensable necessity of an amplitude based frequency 

modification tool to ensure all frequencies are perceived as equally loud. 

 The need for a stereo limiter arises after the spectral power of certain frequency bands 

has been modified.  The possibility of overloading the channel capacity needs to be 

eliminated to avoid signal clipping and distortion.  It is the last processing stage across the 

entire mix and ensures our audio signal never ‘goes into the red.’ The compression ratio of 

a brick wall mastering limiter is set to (infinity:1), which means that as soon as the audio 

signal hits the ceiling (1), it will not go beyond that level.  A visual portrayal of this concept 

can be seen in Figure 2, with a and δ determined by the range of the I/O signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5:  Signal Flow Realization Diagram 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Application Graphical User Interface 

RESULTS 

 Figure 7:  I/O Plots of Pink Noise     Figure 8:  I/O Plots of White Noise 

 White noise contains every audible frequency, each with equal power (i.e. a constant 

power spectral density). On the other hand, pink noise contains every audible frequency, 

but the power contained in each octave, rather than each frequency, is equal (i.e. the power 

spectral density is inversely proportional to the frequency). The efficacy of the audio 

mastering emulator can be demonstrated by processing both pink and white noise. 

 As can be seen from the plots in Figures 7 and 8, the application has successfully 

modified the PSDs of the input signals to reflect that of the ISO 226 curve. 

CONCLUSION 

 The Audio Mastering Emulator has been shown to provide consistently predictable and 

accurate results.  The application is capable of processing the most widely used file 

formats, and the GUI has been to shown to be extremely user friendly. 
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Figure 2:  Brick Wall Limiting 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 Implementation of the equalizer is based on thirty-one instantiations of a linear 

recursive second order biquadratic filter.  Butterworth filters were chosen due to their 

“maximally flat” response (i.e. the pass band is designed to have a frequency response 

which is as close to flat as mathematically possible from DC up to Fc with no ripples) and 

their linear phase response.  A comparative depiction of typical frequency responses for 

common filters can be seen below in Figure 3.  Note the pass-band ripple found in the 

Chebyshev filter and the dramatic ripple in the Elliptic filter.  The center frequencies of each 

individual filter are matched to the standard ISO for 31 band equalizers. 

 
Figure 3:  Frequency Responses of Common Filters 

Second order filters proved to be the best tradeoff between roll-off attenuation, phase 

response, and pole/zero coefficient quantization error sensitivity.  The transfer function 

derivations for our Butterworth filters are based on Direct Form II.  A flow chart and 

difference equation for DF-II are shown in Figure 4 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  DF-II Flow Chart / Difference Equation 

 A simplification of the application’s signal flow is visualized in Figure 5.  The user 

interacts with the GUI to customize their desired equalization curve.  To modify the signal 

appropriately, the power spectral density of the signal is measured and compared against 

the ISO 226 curve.  If a preset equalization curve is employed by the user, the input signal is 

modified to reflect the PSD of the pertaining curve and then output as an equalized / 

limited version of the input. 

 The GUI (shown in Figure 6) was designed to increase ease of use and functionality.  

From the GUI, the user can customize their desired equalization curve (each of the 31 

bands has a corresponding gain slider), display spectrogram i/o plots, generate, playback, 

and save processed files, or apply preset curves.  Several ‘help’ features (e.g. tips displayed 

by hovering the mouse over certain buttons) enable the user to grasp the overall 

functionality and utilize the synergy of the application and GUI without a priori knowledge 

of equalization or compression. 


